Tableau Report Developer – part-time/full-time

Do you want to help save our healthcare system by revealing the story in healthcare data? Do you want to work for a cutting-edge design and consulting firm that focuses on data visualization in healthcare exclusively?

HealthDataViz, a healthcare data design and communication firm is looking for an applicant with deep Tableau Software skills and a desire to build dashboards and reports in a variety of healthcare settings. We are looking for a key member of our young and growing team that can:

- Interact with business users and understand their requirements.
- Develop, design and support interactive Tableau dashboards and reports utilizing all of Tableau’s features and capabilities and platform technologies
- Deliver reports to clients in timely manner.
- Work in a fast-paced start-up environment with minimal supervision
- Work remotely with the ability to travel as necessary to client sites

Qualifications (bold are required):

- Minimum 3 years experience developing Tableau visualization solutions
- Knowledge of principles of design and best practices of data visualization
- Experience consulting to or working in healthcare organizations
- Ability to analyze and dissect user requirements and build front-end BI applications according to specifications
- 5 years in delivering analytic and standardized reports as developer/lead
- Advanced knowledge on Tableau report performance optimization
- Strong knowledge in data warehousing concepts
- Knowledge of Relational and Dimensional data modeling concepts
- Understanding of relational database structures, theories, principles, and practices
- Good SQL reporting skills with the ability to create SQL views and write SQL queries
- Experience with Tableau server is a plus

We grow fast, but recruit with caution. The quality of our people is by far the single most important factor in our firm’s ongoing success and growth. Send resume and salary requirements to jobs@healthdataviz.com

In compliance with federal laws, all persons hired will be required to verify identity and eligibility to work in the United States and complete the required employment eligibility verification upon hire. Many of our clients require criminal background checks and drug screening.